2021 James S. Miles Lectureship
In Memory of Dr. James S. Miles
Chair, University of Colorado Department of Orthopedics 1973-1986

Featuring Distinguished Visiting Professor
Felix Savoie, MD
First Vice-President, American Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons

Thursday, June 24th, 2021

7:00 AM	BREAKFAST

7:40 AM	WELCOME & INTRODUCTION OF DR. MAYER
INTRODUCTION OF VISITING PROFESSOR
Evalina Burger, MD
Professor and Chair, CU Department of Orthopedics

7:45 AM	JAMES S. MILES LECTURE: The Disabled Throwing Shoulder
Felix Savoie, MD
AAOS First Vice-President
Professor and Chair, Tulane Department of Orthopedics

8:30 AM	INTRODUCTION OF CHIEF RESIDENTS
Stephanie Mayer, MD

8:35 AM	CHIEF RESIDENT PRESENTATION: Analysis of Postoperative Gait, Hip
Strength, and Patient Reported Outcomes following Tile B and Tile C Pelvic
Ring Fractures
Chase Dean, MD
Mentored by Cyril Mauffrey, MD

8:50 AM	Q&A for Chase Dean presentation

8:55 AM	CHIEF RESIDENT PRESENTATION: Iatrogenic Septic Arthritis Following
Arthrocentesis Through Cellulitis
KC Doan, MD
Mentored by Michael Zuscik, PhD

9:10 AM	Q&A for KC Doan presentation

9:15 AM	CHIEF RESIDENT PRESENTATION: Occult Injuries of the Contralateral Pelvic
Ring: Prevalence, Root Cause Analysis and Proposal of a Treatment Algorithm
Andrew Maertens, MD
Mentored by Cyril Mauffrey, MD

9:30 AM	Q&A for Andrew Maertens presentation

9:35 AM	BREAK
9:50 AM CHIEF RESIDENT PRESENTATION: Indirect Decompression with Oblique Lateral Interbody Fusion Nearly Eliminates Need for Laminectomy
Alan McGee, MD
Mentored by Vikas Patel, MD

10:05 AM Q&A for Alan McGee presentation

10:10 AM CHIEF RESIDENT PRESENTATION: Adolescents Athletes Return to Sport Rapidly after Posterior Spine Fusion for Idiopathic Scoliosis: A Prospective Study
Tyler Tetreault, MD
Mentored by Sumeet Garg, MD

10:25 AM Q&A for Tyler Tetreault presentation

10:30 AM CHIEF RESIDENT PRESENTATION: Iatrogenic Injury Potential of Elastic Self-Adherent Bandages
Henry Yu, MD
Mentored by Kyros Ipaktchi, MD

10:45 AM Q&A for Henry Yu presentation

10:50 AM AAOS Update
Felix Savoie, MD
AAOS First Vice-President
Professor and Chair, Tulane Department of Orthopedics

11:05 AM INTRODUCTION OF FELLOWS
Stephanie Mayer, MD

11:10 AM FELLOW PRESENTATION: Total Joint Arthroplasty After Major Organ Transplant – A Retrospective Review from the University of Colorado
Jeffrey Mulvihill, MD – Adult Reconstruction
Program Director Craig Hogan, MD

11:20 AM Q&A for Jeffrey Mulvihill presentation

11:25 AM FELLOW PRESENTATION: Noninvasive Skin Expansion Strips to Decrease Wound Issues after Total Ankle Replacement
Blake Wallace, MD – Foot and Ankle
Program Director Ken Hunt, MD

11:35 AM Q&A for Blake Wallace presentation

11:40 AM FELLOW PRESENTATION: Nerve Injury to the Upper Extremity after a Gunshot Wound: A Systematic Review
Thomas Ergen, MD – Hand
Program Director Frank Scott, MD

11:50 AM Q&A for Thomas Ergen presentation

11:55 AM FELLOW PRESENTATION: Hand Surgical OR Size Allocation: A Comparative OR Space Utilization Study
Damian Illing, MD – Hand
12:05 PM  Q&A for Damian Illing presentation

12:10 PM  LUNCH BREAK
VIRTUAL POSTER JUDGING
Tyler Cram, DO
Dave Daniels, MD
Renzo Laynes, MD
Lisa Malyak, MD
Kylie Shaw, MD
Brady Williams, MD
Zach Wuthrich, MD

12:45 PM  FELLOW PRESENTATION: Pediatric Proximal Femur Fracture and Anatomic Variation Around the Hip
Aaron Brandt, MD – Peds
Program Director Mark Erickson, MD

12:55 PM  Q&A for Aaron Brandt presentation

1:00 PM  FELLOW PRESENTATION: ACL Graft Growth in Pediatric Patients After ACL Reconstruction
Hanna Mendez, MD – Peds
Program Director Mark Erickson, MD

1:10 PM  Q&A for Hanna Mendez presentation

1:15 PM  FELLOW PRESENTATION: Surgical Outcomes on Patients with Congenital Spinal Anomalies: A Retrospective Study Using EOS imaging
Jose Jimenez, MD – Spine
Program Director CJ Kleck, MD

1:25 PM  Q&A for Jose Jimenez presentation

1:30 PM  FELLOW PRESENTATION: Thromboembolic Events During the COVID-19 Pandemic after Knee and Shoulder Arthroscopy
Ryan Jahn, MD – Sports
Program Director Eric McCarty, MD

1:40 PM  Q&A for Ryan Jahn presentation

1:45 PM  FELLOW PRESENTATION: Intermediate Clinical and Radiographic Outcomes of Coracoclavicular Stabilization with an AC Lockdown Device
Adam Lindsay, MD – Sports
Program Director Eric McCarty, MD

1:55 PM  Q&A for Adam Lindsay presentation

2:00 PM  FELLOW PRESENTATION: Return to Sport and Outcomes Following Shoulder Stabilization in Rock Climbers: a MOON Database Study
Jennah Mann, MD – Sports
Program Director Eric McCarty, MD

2:10 PM  Q&A for Jennah Mann presentation
2:15 PM  BREAK

2:30 PM  FELLOW PRESENTATION: Delayed Gadolinium-Enhanced Magnetic Resonance Imaging of Cartilage Value is Related to Arthroscopic Intraoperative Findings, but not Periacetabular Osteotomy Outcomes
Jessica Lee, MD – Hip Preservation Program Director
Omer Mei-Dan, MD

2:40 PM  Q&A for Jessica Lee presentation

2:45 PM  FELLOW PRESENTATION: "Injury and Patient Characteristics are Poor Indicators of Instability in Minimally Displaced Lateral Compression Type 1 (LC1) Injuries"
Michael Hadeed, MD – Trauma Program Director
Cyril Mauffrey, MD

2:55 PM  Q&A for Michael Hadeed presentation

3:00 PM  AWARD PRESENTATIONS
Stephanie Mayer, MD
Denver Health Awards

3:15 PM  CLOSING REMARKS AND ADJOURNMENT
Stephanie Mayer, MD

Thank You to Our Sponsors
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